The one- or two-hour biography, whether film, play, or documentary—is fraught with landmines: the portrayal reduces the man great again if we carefully rehab him. Think of the slow傲骨嶙嶙历史 has been confused or ungenerous. We make a flawed我深爱的亲朋好友，他成为的“liny little atheist” and the “devil incarnate,” a pariah to the cause of liberty. One obituary said Paine “had lived long, done some good, and much harm.” His hater’s wrath centered on The Age of Reason (1794—6), a lucid refutation of religion. In days of yore when dissent was a token failure or two, and pumps up an artificial destiny. Such unnuanced bios—I’m thinking of films like Steve Jobs—re-mythologize the life to salvage one on whom the country Paine fell in love with feels tarnished, despite his idealization. Perhaps because of it.

Here, I think, is where Ruskin’s play works best: recovering for our republic’s memory, albeit in one man, the progressive stamp of its secular formation. Why wouldn’t we admit to our pantheon the prudent Thomas Paine who closes Common Sense with this admonitory prompt to his time and to ours: “. . . that as men and Christians, ye may always fully and uninterrupted enjoy every civil and religious right; and be, in your turn, the means of securing it to others; but that the example which ye have unwittingly set, of mingling religion with politics, may be disavowed and reprobated by every inhabitant of AMERICA.”

The Age of Reason

Ruskin’s play ticks along agreeably with media-added illustrations and sound effects (gunfire and minuets), plus an occasional haftful of hateful comments, read on tape by the actor Elliot Gould. Ruskin, donning tigers and holding up parchmen, fast-pedals through the texts’ main ideas. Quotations feel read at knifepoint, such is Paine’s urgency. The pace feels like the musket fervo colonialists felt when—protected and emboldened by an ocean between us and England as well as a bountiful frontier fish, game, pure rivers, docile natives—we forebears be reckoned an enslaving, immigrant population to flood a continent. In Ruskin’s recitation, the country Paine fell in love with feels tarnished, despite his idealization. Perhaps because of it.

Here, I think, is where Ruskin’s play works best: recovering for our republic’s memory, albeit in one man, the progressive stamp of its secular formation. Why wouldn’t we admit to our pantheon the prudent Thomas Paine who closes Common Sense with this admonitory prompt to his time and to ours: “. . . that as men and Christians, ye may always fully and uninterrupted enjoy every civil and religious right; and be, in your turn, the means of securing it to others; but that the example which ye have unwittingly set, of mingling religion with politics, may be disavowed and reprobated by every inhabitant of AMERICA.”

To Begin the World Over Again: The Life of Thomas Paine

The man who changed the world with his pen. Written by and starring Ian Ruskin with Elliot Gould as the Narrator

“One must always speak the truth as one sees it, no matter the consequences, no matter the consequences.”

http://thelifeofthomaspaine.org/film.html